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Abstract

The purpose of this case study was to investigate opportunities to electronically enhance the transitions of care for both patients and providers and to describe the process of development and implementation of such tools.

We describe the current challenges and fragmentation of care for pediatric patients and families being discharged from inpatient stays, and review barriers to change in practice. Care transitions vary in the complexity of the clinical and social scenarios and no one-size-fits-all approach works for every patient, provider or hospital system. A substantial challenge that providers who are designing and implementing digital tools for patients surrounds the complexity in building such tools to apply to such broad populations.

Our case study provides a framework using a multidisciplinary approach, brainstorming and rapid digital prototyping to build an in-house electronic discharge follow-up platform. In describing this process, we review design and implementation measures that may further support digital tool development in other areas.

1. Background

Care transitions from the inpatient to outpatient setting are frequent yet may represent challenging periods for caregivers and patients with failures in communication and coordination.1,2 Healthcare providers continue to search for optimal ways to provide continuity and improve communication to patients amid care transitions.

Electronic communication tools, including mobile messaging, smartphone applications and email are increasingly being studied in patient self-management and follow-up care as potential solutions.3–5 In pediatrics, recent studies on patients and caregivers provide early evidence that their utilization of electronic tools including email and text-enabled phones is frequent.6,7 Research has also shown that the use of text-message communication is independent of age, sex or socioeconomic status.8 Furthermore, a wide variety of patients across socioeconomic status, ethnicity and educational background demonstrate interest in using internet and mobile technology to receive healthcare information from providers.7,9,10

While short-message service (SMS), or text messaging, has been studied in adult care transitions,5 questions remain about how to best design and develop these programs; there remain no absolute guidelines on the process and examples in the literature vary widely.4,11 Properly designed and implemented, electronic communication strategies may provide a better alternative to perform outreach and follow-up to patients recently transitioning from inpatient to outpatient care.

In this report, we describe the development of an automated, SMS-text and email-based follow-up system for pediatric patients discharged from an inpatient hospital stay. From concept to design and implementation, we explore our lessons learned by this electronic follow-up tool for discharged patients and explore the utility in similar clinical settings.

2. Organizational context

This case study took place within a general medicine inpatient unit at Boston Children's Hospital. Boston Children's Hospital is a tertiary care, academic pediatric hospital with 395 inpatient beds and 18,000 admissions annually, serving a socioeconomically diverse population in the Boston area, as well as a significant number of out-of-state and international patients.

The medical center has a primary responsibility to provide patients with appropriate follow-up options and strives to meet...
the demands of a heterogeneous population. Furthermore, it is a leader in pediatric care and embraces opportunities to design and investigate new systems of care and to understand their effect on the population served.

3. Personal context: concept and design

The nearly ubiquitous presence of mobile technology among our patients and families coupled with the idea to make post-discharge communication an electronic “push” from the caregivers (rather than a “pull” from patients) resulted in the structure for the case study. The clinical team was composed of three physicians, a nurse practitioner, and a nurse manager. Our technical team consisted of two software engineers and a program manager well-versed in the development of healthcare technology tools. We held serial meetings with our technology group, orchestrated by our in-house Innovation Acceleration Program to review and strategize on the design and content. The opportunity to embark on this project was supported by the creation of small seed grants to promote in-house development of software solutions to common challenges in our hospital environment. Our primary goal was to build a program to push follow-up questions to patients while minimizing workflow disruption for follow-up nurses and to evaluate the feasibility of this design and development process.

4. The problem

The current follow-up system for inpatient medical discharges is non-standardized and fragmented: staff nurses and/or physicians call patients if they deem a call necessary and this outreach is not concretely tracked or recorded in a standard fashion within the medical service. While cost data for our current hospital program is not available, similar programs report costs upward of $60,000 to employ nursing personnel for follow-up outreach.12

Our primary aims were to provide an alternative means for communication at discharge between patients and discharging providers, via electronic messaging, and improve the triaging of follow-up needs. To accomplish this, we had to balance the heterogeneity of clinical environments with care transitions as well as limitations in what could be technologically accomplished and implemented.

5. The solution

Early on, we utilized a modified “design thinking” approach to help explore the potential solutions. This approach, which is used primarily in the product design and business industry, organizes the problem solving process into five steps: Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test.13 Essentially, when initially considering a solution to a problem, a group must first evaluate the needs of the user (empathy), use this work to determine which processes are important for users (define), explore a large quantity of possible solutions (ideate), transform those ideas into a physical form (prototype) and lastly, test the prototypes out with your users. The model has many similarities to conventional quality improvement studies in medicine. We modified the process slightly as we did not have the opportunity to perform extensive user research, but rather relied on available literature and experience of the professionals in our group.

Our end-users included the patient and/or caregiver, the follow-up nurse, the discharging physician and in some cases, the primary care physician. Our clinical team brainstormed challenges existing in the current follow-up structure. Though we did not hold focus groups or standardized interviews with end-users, our diverse clinical team brought numerous reflections from each individual’s practice. In addition, we reviewed available literature detailing patient, caregiver and clinician frustrations with current follow-up systems.

Because our goal was to design a simple and automated follow-up tool, our aim was to keep our follow-up questions brief yet purposeful. As such, we were unable to conduct extensive pre-implementation surveys on what variables should or should not be included in electronic follow-up. However, we developed questions based on prior literature surrounding post-discharge communication and follow-up. While there have been numerous studies on discharge preparedness and improvement, Project RED remains one of the most widely successful programs.14 The study identified multiple domains upon which improvements in education and communication could be made, including but not limited to: discussion of pending tests, follow-up appointments, medication instructions, discharge instruction comprehension and a review of a discharge plan.

As our goal was to make a relatively simple text application that parents could use, we aimed to prioritize questions asked. Recent studies on phone follow-up after discharge have identified key variables at follow-up that are frequently sought after by patients, though data exist from adults.12,15 The most commonly encountered issues are 1) difficulty with or questions regarding follow-up appointments, 2) challenges to obtaining a discharge medicine and 3) questions about discharge medicine.12,15 We utilized this prior research to develop our main goals for our follow-up system and narrowed them to 1) performing or attempting outreach to the patient and/or family, 2) ensuring that medicines were obtained, 3) ensuring that follow-up appointments were obtained and 4) determining if any parental or patient concerns were present. These goals, abstracted from prior research on patient concerns and challenges with discharge as noted, formed the basis for our follow-up questions. The process, however, started with consideration of a more simplified outreach – a single message inquiring if the patients had any questions regarding the recent discharge. This was abandoned as our team felt more targeted questions may improve response. We additionally considered adopting a more detailed approach such as that used in Project RED. Questions considered here included querying whether patients knew about pending tests, the degree of comprehension of discharge instructions, had questions about medications or side effects and to establish parent knowledge of return precautions. We elected to prioritize brevity with an open-ended response that would elicit a callback from a follow-up provider rather than include more comprehensive questions that may deter patients from completing the tool.

During ideation we considered various possible mechanisms for follow-up, not limited to electronic mediums. The process allowed for further refining of our goals and we frequently circled back to the needs of the users including patients, clinicians and the hospital system. For example, we initially considered email-only deployment, or deployment via a newly-developed patient-portal, but eventually decided that scalability may be easier with an email and SMS-based system, though this was not based on literature review. In addition, while considering possible expansion capability of the system we designed, we hypothesized the multiple other environments that such a follow-up tool could be used. This process involved unstructured interviews with other discharging services to determine what their potential needs might be. For example, while our tool was designed for follow-up, we also conceptualized its use as a pre-operative outreach tool to enhance the surgical preparation process for families.
6. Prototyping the solution

During the build phase, we were faced with limitations of time and availability of software engineers. We had approximately a six month period during which the electronic communication tool had to be built, thus goal prioritization and rapid prototyping was critical. We broke the build process into two components: the patient-facing and the clinician-facing. For the patient-facing component, we considered how and how often notifications should be sent to patients. After a number of considerations, we determined that patients would receive a text or email-based message from our automated platform, depending on the patient preference. If they chose text, the text contained a link directing them to a mobile version of the questions. Their answers would be routed back to the platform and based on their responses, the platform would flag them as “Requires Follow-up” or “Follow-up not Required”.

The email-based version of initial questions supplied to the families is depicted in Fig. 1. The interface appears in a similar, mobile-friendly format on mobile devices while the SMS-based version refers users to a web-based link. As can be seen, guardians can select answers and have a recognizable source of the information. Furthermore, a disclaimer on the same screen as the questions notifies the guardian of what to do in the need of an emergency and reminds them that their responses are not monitored in real time. We determined that the set of three questions provided more substantial information for our follow-up providers, though these questions are not based on prior research.

The literature is scant with respect to how and when email or SMS-based notifications should be sent to patients, though some examples do exist. We used available literature and prior experience of team members to create this set of rules for messages sent to patients:

1. Messages are sent the following business day after discharge between the hours of 8 a.m and 7 p.m.
2. Text messages would not be sent on holidays that would delay prompt triage of participants’ responses to the text or email.
3. Parents or caregivers would receive a maximum of one follow-up message after the initial message to ask for completion of the questions, after which point no further messages were sent and the patient was categorized as a non-responder.

The structure of the provider-facing platform carried more complexity and even less published literature to draw insights from. For example, when we initially set out to have responses displayed on a provider platform, we considered the platform would be primarily an information feed without the ability for providers to customize the information. As such, the responses would be displayed and would alert the follow-up clinician of the patient answers. When this initial prototype was built and reviewed by our follow-up clinician (the NP), suggestions to create a more interactive framework were incorporated as discussed below.

The final result of our provider-facing platform is depicted in Fig. 2 (of note, patient names here are hypothetical). In this version, a more interactive and potentially more informative framework was decided upon. For example, the follow-up clinician can now determine how many follow-up messages had been sent to each patient and whether they had been opened (columns denoted as M1 and M2). In addition, colors are added to the response boxes in an effort to help the clinician sort answers that required follow-up. In our system, a red flag in any question box deemed the need for a follow-up call. This represents an improvement over an initial prototype which utilized only checkmarks to denote answers not requiring follow-up, while “X” denoted the need for follow-up. The ability to add notes to any patient was added as we considered the scalability of the application to environments with multiple follow-up providers. Our final version offered three features that we considered unique and important to the usability of the application:

1. The ability to sort patients by various categories: time and date of discharge, response status, and text message status.
2. The ability to remove patients from the active follow-up list once text responses have been completed and follow-up is no
longer necessary.

3. The option to “pick up” follow-up tasks where another provider left off, which may help in reducing communication pitfalls between providers.

7. Implementation of the solution

The intervention pilot took place over a 7-month period (4/4/2013–10/30/2013). This was a quality improvement project to use text messaging to reduce the need for us to contact all discharged patients. As such, there was not informed consent to participate in the study. The consent was whether or not they would be willing to receive texts from us (which was necessary because on some data plans, the SMS receipt incurs a cost and participants were reminded of such). Caregivers of patients were considered eligible for inclusion if the child was between 3 months and 21 years, they read and spoke English, and had a smart phone with text-enabled messages or an email address. Adolescent patients could assent to enrollment if their guardian provided permission. All patients and caregivers who were deemed eligible were approached for enrollment. Families were initially approached on the day of discharge by one nurse practitioner (NP) who functioned as the sole follow-up clinician on the medical floors for the purposes of this pilot. If they met inclusion criteria and reported interest in participating in the communication pilot, the NP would enter the participant’s information into a secure, online database. Participants provided the name of the caregiver to contact (this was typically one caregiver name), the best phone number and/or email to use if further follow up was needed, and whether an email or text message was preferred as the communication modality. This pilot was presented as an alternative to the routine follow-up methods in which caregivers would reach out to the primary care doctor or the discharging floor with any questions. The nature of the communication, including that it is not monitored in real time and not to be used for emergencies, was discussed with the caregivers at enrollment.

After discharge, caregivers were sent one text or email containing a link to a survey that asked the three questions depicted in Fig. 1: 1) Were you able to get your medications as prescribed, 2) Did you schedule a follow-up appointment with your PCP or Specialist?, and 3) Do you have any additional concerns or questions regarding your recent admission?. If this message was not responded to within 48 h, a single follow-up message was sent with the same link and a reminder. If the parent indicated a problem with either obtaining medications, arranging follow-up care, or held an additional concern, the subject was automatically flagged by the system in our provider-facing dashboard. As can be seen in Fig. 2, such a flag was clearly visible to the follow-up clinician as a red “X” to indicate that the subject responded in a manner that requires outreach. The follow-up nurse practitioner reviewed the dashboard daily, and phone outreach was attempted for a maximum of two calls per patient. At outreach, the follow-up NP reviewed any problems with the caregiver, and appropriate solutions were performed. Upon discussing and resolving the issue(s), if applicable, the follow-up NP adjusted the patient on the dashboard to reflect this. In these cases, the flagged area was changed to green and specific notes were made by the follow-up NP. As such, any other follow-up clinician could easily note that issues were resolved. Corresponding documentation was performed in the electronic health record for these patients as appropriate.

For all families enrolled who completed the initial questions, a follow-up survey was sent one week after discharge. The questions queried their experience with the discharge communication tool and likelihood to use it in future follow-up encounters. Statistical analyses were performed using Stata v.12.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).

8. Results

Of the 160 families approached, 22 were ineligible or declined participation (Fig. 3). The primary reason for ineligibility was the parental preference to solely follow-up with the primary pediatrician (11/22). Similar proportions of families opted for text-based
Of the 69 patients who did not respond to the initial text or email, 2 had an unplanned return visit for the same disease process within 7 days; one child re-presented to the ED prior to the first text message being sent to the family by the system.

The follow-up survey was completed by 22 families of the 138 included (16%). The majority (82%) felt the tool was very or somewhat helpful. Most participants stated that they would use the tool again should their child be admitted to the hospital. No recommendations from patients were offered for changes.

9. Key lessons for the field

Opportunities exist to enhance the patient and caregiver communication during transitions of care by targeting various pitfalls in continuity during the care transition process. In this pilot study, we demonstrate the design, development, and implementation of an automated discharge communication tool and describe the feasibility of implementation in a tertiary care hospital.

Though there is great interest in mobile health, or mhealth, applications, there is limited data to support their use and still fewer examples of the design of such applications in the literature. For example, a Cochrane Review in 2012 found few randomized controlled trials (RCT) using SMS-messaging for patients with chronic diseases, and concluded that while there were some modest benefits in self-management, a number of questions remain regarding the cost effectiveness, safety, acceptability and long-term effects. A recent systematic review of mhealth applications employed in chronic disease management demonstrated only 39% of RCTs that met eligibility requirements demonstrated improvement in disease-specific outcomes.20 Our pilot serves to provide some architecture for the approach to building such an application and to further explore the limitations of such a project and the barriers to success.

There is no comprehensive data we found to suggest average response rate from a text or email-based discharge communication with patients, only data existing from individual trials and case studies. For example, in a recent systematic review on SMS-based patient communication, response rates varied from 22% to 100%, with little indication as to factors that predicted response.21 While 50% of our enrolled subjects responded, this number may have been increased through a variety of methods including improvements to the study education/introduction, enhanced understanding of patient preferences through user focus groups or incorporating patients and caregivers in the design process.

In this study, we settled on three initial questions yet still 50% of patients enrolled did not respond. While specifics of question types, length of surveys, and literacy levels of survey questions will be inherently dependent on the care environment they are prescribed to, further research is needed to understand the significance of the frequency, length and nature of mobile electronic communication to patients and families. Evaluating reasons for

---

Table 1
Characteristics of study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responded (N=69)</th>
<th>Did not respond (N=69)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean, y)</td>
<td>4.4 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (% male)</td>
<td>43 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance (% private)</td>
<td>55 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>3 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>46 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>15 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declined to answer</td>
<td>3 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unable to answer</td>
<td>4 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data are presented as no. (%) unless otherwise noted.

** Demographic information was missing or not provided for two patients, one in each group.

---

Table 2
Follow-up concerns raised by patients or family members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject concern</th>
<th>Specific concern</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appointment assistance (N=3)</td>
<td>Needed rescheduling (2)</td>
<td>Assistance and coordination provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New or progressive symptoms (N=4)</td>
<td>New symptoms (2) Progressive symptoms (1)</td>
<td>Discussed new symptoms and ensured appropriate PCP follow-up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vs. email-based communication. Of the 138 families enrolled, 69 (50%) responded to the follow-up questions. Study population characteristics are provided in Table 1. Of the 69 participants who responded, 18 (26%) reported an issue with their medication, follow-up with the PCP, or some other issue. Of these patients, on attempted phone follow-up, 7 were unreachable and 4 reported that they mistakenly answered the question and actually meant they had no concerns. Thus, seven families, or 5% of the enrolled patients, required assistance with some issue post-discharge. These seven subjects and their specific follow-up concerns and interventions are listed in Table 2. Of the new or worsening symptoms, one patient returned to the hospital for an unplanned readmission related to their initial diagnosis within 7 days of discharge; the child’s parents used the communication tool to alert the medical team of their arrival en route. Of the 69 patients who did not respond to the initial text or email, 2 had an unplanned return visit for the same disease process within 7 days; one child re-presented to the ED prior to the first text message being sent to the family by the system.
non-response will provide important user feedback to guide further redesign of interventions and programs.

A primary question for this type of project is whether an electronic follow-up tool could be a manageable interface for hospitals or departments. While only 10% of responders in this pilot had concerns that required attention, any assertion of manageability would require further rigorous evaluation of follow-up clinician time and variation to the interface. Still, while some research has shown that even extensive efforts to ensure success of standard telephone follow-up fails, our response rate suggests room to build on this method of electronic communication.22 While our single follow-up NP could manage the follow-up communication, further testing of the platform with multiple follow-up providers and patients would greatly improve its redesign.

Our design and implementation process was likely enhanced by the availability of software engineers and programmers who could rapidly prototype our collaborative ideas. In our case, this allowed the offering of real-time suggestions from users in our group to help guide further iteration. While such a team may not be available to other groups, our limited experience in this pilot suggests it a worthwhile consideration. Were we to build this pilot again, we would encourage even more diversity in the team, including insights from key users through the use of focus groups from patients and clinicians. Our use of a modified design thinking process allowed for creative brainstorming sessions within our group, though a more structured format of this methodology with professionals experienced in this approach could potentially improve the process and the outcome.

This pilot has a number of limitations. First, as a feasibility project our efforts were primarily directed toward exploring the build and design process as well as the implementation of the tool. As such, limits around data collection and funding prevented us from analyzing multiple other aspects such as clinician time and workflow pre and post-implementation. Second, because we developed our tool based on brainstorm sessions from experienced professionals, we may have overestimated the importance of certain features of such a tool. For example, our timing for delivery of follow-up notification is only partially based on models in other studies; had we held focus groups with patients we may have identified other preferences of our population. Third, the construction of the provider-facing interface is not based on rigorous user experience (UX) or user interface (UI) testing and thus may not represent the most optimal or efficient system. However, given the time and funding constraints of our project, such evaluation was not feasible. In addition, now that the platform has been built, our time can be invested in user testing for further refinement.

Fourth, some authors have employed more extensive user-centered efforts in design of mobile applications for patients, and as we did not include extensive end-user feedback (physician, follow-up nurse, primary care doctor and patient/guardian) we may have overlooked certain design and implementation aspects. Centers that are considering similar projects would be wise to utilize such resources to guide design of initial projects when able. Lastly, our survey regarding acceptability by patients was completed by only a small group of patients, thus we cannot fully understand how acceptable this means of communication was for patients. This, of course, would require a much larger study population.

This project represents the initial stages of efforts to improve follow-up and care coordination for patients and it has a number of possible future directions. At our hospital, the system has been adopted by our procedural sedation unit to assess patients after adoption by our procedural sedation unit to assess patients after discharge. Our use of a modified design thinking process included insights from key users through the use of focus groups with patients as well as analyzing the time spent by follow-up providers. Until further research in electronic discharge communication can provide recommended design and structure of such tools, this pilot can serve as a reflective example for other centers and groups embarking on similar projects.
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